
3 Migration

The list of long-distance and gruelling journeys accomplished by
birds is quite astonishing. We have already mentioned some of the
most remarkable, and shall do so again in later chapters. As usual,

we are forced to see deliberate design in some of the feats, like the Blackpoll
Warbler that initially flies the wrong way before it hits the right southward
winds. Then there is the Lesser Golden Plover that flies out from Alaska and
must hit the tiny dot of Hawaii, 2000miles (3000km) out in the Pacific
Ocean. Too much stored body fat, and it wouldn’t make it—too little and it
couldn’t make it. Body weight must be right first time for the exact
distance, with no way for a thrush-sized, land bird like the plover to adapt it
once over the lonely seas. There are no other islands en route, and drowning
birds are of no use to the survival of the species. It takes just 2oz (56gm) of
fat to accomplish this, yet some birds like the Eurasian Garden Warbler
must almost double their weight to reach Africa. Many species will feed
frantically for about three weeks before leaving, storing the fat almost dry
around the lower body. Some must double their weight in only 10 days, and
actually change the shape of some internal organs. These facts utterly
refute the myth about ‘genetic mistakes’ being able to improve anything.
Such changes obviously require highly sophisticated, built-in instructions,
with no room for error. Others, like some geese or Arctic Terns, will even
store enough fat to produce eggs and survive for some time after arrival.
Indeed their wing muscles will also increase in size to carry this fat, the
most energy-efficient biochemical fuel known. So as the bird approaches its
destination with gradually lessening amounts of fat on wings and body, it
gets lighter, and can fly more easily. This must be very welcome to Arctic
Terns that can almost circle the globe each year, with one covering over
14,000miles (22,500km) in just ten months.
Various peoples, as in the Bible and classical Greek writings have long

noted migration. Aristotle observed their various comings and goings in
the autumn, yet thought that departing Redstarts had ‘transmuted’ into
arriving Robins! The famous English nature diarist, Gilbert White
(1720–93), was one of the first to ring or band birds in the autumn, and
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watch for their return in the spring. After the middle of the last century it
became a science, and has greatly aided our knowledge of migrations and
essential resting places en route. Rarely is any damage caused to the birds
by the lightweight, aluminium bands, or coloured plastic rings on
waterfowl or crane/stork legs, although birds can be killed by ‘cannon-
netting’which traps small flocks for weighing and ringing. The net is furled,
laid out in a straight line and weighted at the ends, and later fired over
roosting flocks of waterbirds. As this is often carried out at the high tide
mark, birds can be drowned in the short time taken to free them from the
net. Land birds are usually captured in very fine curtain nets (mist-nets), or
funnelled into disguised ‘Heligoland’ traps for ringing. Similar narrow
enclosures are also sighted over waterways to corral waterfowl. Captured
birds are usually placed into dark bags to quieten them, then weighed,
measured, ringed and quickly released. This is how much of the
information about migration routes, weight gain and bodily changes have
been collected. The system depends on the fairly random recovery of the
rings from dead birds in foreign lands, and collation of the distances, times
and weights etc. Although some living birds are caught more than once,
others are marked with bright dye that means recapture is unnecessary.
White birds are especially liable to have their plumage marred by bright
orange or scarlet dyes, though they naturally wear off or grow out.
Observations and recoveries continue to come in from all points of the
globe, as the rings are marked with the appropriate country’s natural
history museum address (post free), or similar institution. One particular
Great Cormorant, a bird not particularly associated with long distance
travel, managed to get from Anglesey to Italy. Many others also regularly
travel huge distances: there was even a report that a flightless Kiwi
somehow reached Anglesey in 1853!
All this has been greatly aided by the growing popularity of bird

watching in the last half of the 20th century, with many individuals happy
to spend their leisure hours helping the few professionals. Across the world,
varying but increasing degrees of interest in and knowledge of wildlife and
conservation have aided birds, especially in saving their vital habitats.
Breeding and wintering ‘Atlas’ bird surveys are now fairly common, at least
in the UK, USA and parts of Europe. Seasonal movements are fairly
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predictable, as are the special places that birds regularly drop into, so this
further pinpoints birds’ needs. Now, satellite tracking has added to the
information gleaned from ringing, by fixing extremely small ‘sending’
units to birds such as wildfowl. This has allowed scientists to track birds on
particularly long journeys, but it is expensive, and it is only really
appropriate for larger birds at present. Whooper Swans wintering on
Wetland and Wildfowl reserves in the UK have been fitted out for their
return to northern Russia, and eagerly followed on TV as they undertake
these tremendous travels. So technology is helping map the vital stopover
points for our birds, just as Sir Peter Scott first painted the singular bill
pattern of every winter swan visitor to his first reserve, and accurately
logged their yearly returns. Whooper and Tundra Swans have varying
amounts of black and yellow on their beaks, unique to every individual. By
contrast our native Mute Swans differ far, far less, the smaller black bump
on the female’s bill usually the most difference detectable by us [though she
is generally smaller].
I can think of no better way to watch migration than from a glider

(sailplane), or hang-glider. Flying with birds has become a fairly common
event for some fortunate scientists, gliding with eagles and pelicans across
Israel, or even leading rare cranes down through the USA. Avoiding crashes
with birds prompted the first, whilst last-ditch avoidance of extinction
accounts for the second. White Whooping Cranes are now very rare in
North America, so a few have been captive reared, fostered by much
commoner Sandhill Cranes, and led down to their Texas wintering grounds
by a small aeroplane. It was biologists like Konrad Lorenz who gave us the
idea of birds ‘imprinting’ themselves upon the first creature to come along,
especially man. Waterfowl, especially, will follow us if they have lost their
parents, and even learn to fly by chasing us as we travel in boats, vehicles
and aeroplanes. But these are comparatively rare events, and around the
world, the situation is fairly grim for both birds and their habitats. There
are very few places that have not been mapped for their value to birds—and
hence to all creation. The world is criss-crossed with their routes and
‘service areas’, often defined by water and space, whether in mountains,
coastlands, woods or on plains or fields. Human encroachment on these
areas usually continues apace.
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The distances birds travel vary greatly, but whether they do or not is
mainly due to climate, breeding grounds and food availability. We shall
look at just how these migrations probably came about in chapter 6, and
the significance of future planning on both birds and lands. Certainly since
the Ice Age distances have been getting longer between the continents, with
either side of the equatorial belt getting drier, forcing birds to traverse
greater and more difficult distances. That partly explains why many
Eurasian or Winter Wrens that live all around the Northern Hemisphere,
vary so greatly in their travels. Some may move just down the road, or fly
2500miles (3700km) from Scandinavia to Spain, or from Canada to
Mexico. Others ‘leapfrog’ each other, so Whimbrel will cover much longer
distances than the similar Eurasian Curlew, because Whimbrel breed
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further north and winter further south, in Southern Africa. It all seems to
be a question of increasing adaptations to certain foods and habitats.
One of the most telling cases is the Blackcap, which shows that same

variation within its own species. Because of milder winters, they have very
recently become partial migrants in some areas of the UK, so already have
shorter wings that must also have been genetically ‘built-in’ to cope with
rapid environmental changes. There are still many Blackcaps with longer
wings that migrate to Africa, and when the types are deliberately and
intensively bred together, they immediately show parental preferences.
This is a rather good proof that migration is also genetically pre-
programmed, but does not address the question of how the birds could pre-
or re-program themselves. The logical answer is that our Creator allowed
for inheritance to be adaptable to His foreseen contingencies.
There are many recognised ‘flyways’ used by migrating birds, usually but

not always north to south. They naturally follow shorelines, rivers and
mountain ranges, and most land birds prefer those shortest sea crossings.
Wetlands and estuaries are natural magnets for many species. They offer
food and shelter, and will gleam like beacons from above. Some water birds
will land on wet, shiny roads by mistake, especially at night. Weather also
affects their movements, and many will wait for optimal conditions, like
following winds. Height and night are also important for many birds, with
the reduced air pressure at height conducive to easier flight, and even the
colder air probably preventing overheating. Darkness is also good cover for
large, vulnerable flocks of birds like songbirds, often seen as dense masses
on radar. Yet birds are very adaptable, with some wildfowl staying north for
a while if the winter is mild. Conversely some others, like the Common
Cuckoo were called ‘calendar birds’ because they arrive back on virtually
the same day each year. Only, now with widening deserts and seeming
climate change, they can be early or not arrive at all. Others may now never
leave, like the Blackcaps, or the Barn Swallows I have seen here even on New
Year’s Eve. Male Chaffinches voluntarily stay on their Scandinavian
breeding grounds whilst the females and young head south. Other slight
mysteries involve Eurasian Swifts and Reed Warblers, who head off south
well before any major seasonal changes are apparent to us. Birds are also
often very choosy about where they go, with UK Barn Swallows wintering
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in one southern African country, but rarely mixing with the German or
Russian swallows in neighbouring states. Doubtless this applies to many
different species, which will also often exhibit variations in colour, or bill
length, as in Dunlins, which breed in many different parts of the sub-arctic
north.

How do they do it?
As to just how birds manage to migrate so accurately and consistently, that
is another question. Experts are divided upon the mechanisms used, so here
are some of their ideas. Almost certainly birds will need to use more than
one method, as for instance when the sun, moon or stars are obscured by
thick cloud.
(a) Seasonal changes, including lengthening or shortening days, and

changing temperatures. Much of this must be built in. Even when marine
creatures like shellfish are deliberately carried far from the sea, they
instinctively respond by opening and closing their shells to the tidal
patterns they have left far behind. Similar tests with young European
warblers demonstrate similar seasonal urges, even in darkened
laboratories.
(b) Sun, moon and stars. Birds like the young Manx Shearwater sit

outside their burrows for a few nights before take-off, seemingly
memorising the star map, or rather, strengthening their in-built
guidance/map system, and the map will change in the Southern
Hemisphere they unerringly head for. Their parents can safely leave them at
home to follow, as do some swallows and other migrants. The shearwater
chick will have no food for about two weeks before it leaves, so that should
help it to make a start, but it must have enough fat reserves for the non-stop
journey to S. America, once again showing great precision and foresight.
The amazing travels of one particular Manx Shearwater are now legendary.
It was taken from its nest in Wales and flown to America, released, and
found back at the nest just 12 days later. The poor bird then had to set off
for S. America! Adult Barn Swallows also leave well before the young, but
they will usually make it, unless bad weather or other factors prevent them.
Then they will return to the very same nesting site by the next northern
spring. And birds have been shown to quickly learn to use their ‘sun
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compass’, even probably seeing its ultra-violet light through think clouds.
Hummingbirds and homing pigeons are known to see into that ‘far light’
range.
(c) Magnetism: every living thing has a weak electromagnetic field in and

around it, and pigeons and other birds have been found to have small
amounts of magnetic crystals in their heads. Blanking out their heads in
experiments has the effect of disorientating them to the earth’s own
magnetic field. Other birds studied in especially deceptive or moving
chambers usually manage to orient themselves the right way. However, it
has been suggested that pigeons function better when light is allowed to
supplement the ‘magnetic receptors’, which are probably just behind the
eyes. The very latest experiments seem to confirm this. Blanking out one
particular eye of a Eurasian Robin does not affect its ability to orientate.
However, when the other is the only one covered, all is lost. Birds can also
tell which hemisphere they are in, simply by the angle of inclination of the
magnetic field towards the poles.
(d) Polarised light from the sun also affects parts of the sky even after it

has set, so many birds can seemingly work out the sun’s position even when
it is hidden.
(e) Visual clues, infrasound and even smells: coastlines and large rivers,

estuaries and headlands, mountain ranges and similar features could all be
familiar to returning birds. Landscape also has its own distinctive
‘infrasounds’ associated with prominent features. Some now seem to use
motorways as visual clues, and in fact, the warm updraught from such busy
highways probably assists them.
It has been suggested that birds tend to rely upon built-in magnetic

stimuli to begin with, and then improve at using others as they get older.
However, they can probably use them all, whichever is most appropriate at
the time. Homing pigeons are known to be able to work out their way home
by mentally ‘following’ the twists and turns of their transport—usually
only circling once when released, and then heading straight home. From the
earliest times we have used such birds, and even swallows and shearwaters,
to reliably carry our own messages. But route memory cannot possibly
explain the travels of many other birds.
There are many outstanding examples of migration. In the fall (autumn)
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of the north-eastern USA, millions of small songbirds and
waders/shorebirds head out over the Atlantic for South America. This is the
longest sea crossing of any songbird, taking about 80 hours for the
3000mile (4500km) flight, for they know that they will find seasonal
tailwinds to aid their flapping flight. Also there will be hardly any
predators, unlike on the longer land route via Central America. That
narrow strip of land is the favoured routes for millions of raptors, for these
birds know that there are no thermals over the sea. They simply spiral up on
warm morning winds to soar and glide down to reach the same areas of
Central America. World-wide, such birds always prefer the shortest sea
crossings, such as Sweden to Denmark, Gibraltar to Morocco, Greece to
Turkey, the narrow Red Sea, or SE Asian islands. Using these routes,
raptors, storks and similar birds will funnel down into the Southern
Hemisphere by the million each season. It is said that some 3.5 billion birds
will be channelled through the Middle East alone at migration time. That is
why Israeli jets are so careful to avoid them, for collisions are lethal to both
sides. Their careful studies have shown that there are peak times and
heights for certain birds, like White Pelicans or Levant Sparrowhawks, even
to the time of day. Yet though spring and autumn are predictable peak
times, migration actually starts as early as January in such places, and only
trickles out in December. No doubt modern climate changes will further
affect our birds’ movements, which have long fluctuated anyway. Nile
Crocodiles still survive in the heart of the vast Sahara Desert, relics of very
recent wet times. There are huge river beds clearly visible from space, and in
similar deserts world-wide—features resulting from the global Flood
recorded in Genesis 6.1—8.22 (see final chapters).
Finally, think of the world population of Spectacled Eiders. They choose

to travel north from their sub-Arctic breeding grounds each autumn! They
actually winter out in the ice, keeping large areas of water unfrozen by their
sheer presence and movement alone. We shall look further at other
individuals and how they use their wings in various inventive ways in the
coming chapters.
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